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The murals in restaurants are on a par with the food in museums.America is an enormous
frosted cupcake in the middle of millions of starving people.Critics are like pigs at the pastry
cart.Describing something by relating it to another thing is the essence of metaphorical thought.
It is one of the oldest activities of humankind—and one of the most impressive when done
skillfully. Throughout history, many masters of metaphor have crafted observations that are so
spectacular they have taken up a permanent residence in our minds.In I Never Metaphor I Didn't
Like, quotation maven Dr. Mardy Grothe fixes his attention on the three superstars of figurative
language—analogies, metaphors, and similes. The result is an extraordinary compilation of
nearly 2,000 feats of association that will entertain, educate, and occasionally inspire quotation
lovers everywhere.In this intellectual smorgasbord, the author of Oxymoronica and Viva la
Repartee explains figurative language in a refreshingly down-to-earth way before taking readers
on a tour of history's greatest word pictures. In chapters on wit, love, sex, stage and screen,
insults, politics, sports, and more, you will find quotations from Aristotle and Maya Angelou to
George Washington and Oprah Winfrey.



i never met a metaphor i didnt like, i taste a liquor never brewed metaphor, i never metaphor i
didnt like, what is it called when you dont like anybody, what is not a metaphor, i never lit one its
a metaphor, what missed you was never destined for you, i didnt lose a friend i never had one
meaning, what does it mean when you dont like anybody, i am metaphor examples, i dont not
like it meaning, i never used or i have never used

Similes Dictionary, Metaphors & Analogies: Power Tools for Teaching Any Subject, Metaphors
We Live By



Jesse Langel, “Amusing, Insightful, and well crafted. The media could not be loaded.
                
            
                
            
            
        
    
    

  
  
This delightful metaphor book received an A- by Jesse Langel, the Book Analyst
(Instagram).The book was amusing, researched, and meaningful. The book distinguishes a
metaphor, and simile and an analogy. This book contains tons of all three stated by the best
thinkers of all time.”

Artist Bill, “Got Stars in my Eyes. Really like the organization by topics and learning the
etymology of these phrases. Great for teaching and understanding symbolic and emergent
thinking. Metaphors represent some of our most enduring Big Ideas about how our sensory,
emotional and experiential ways of explaining the world can retain meaning over long periods of
time.  Oh yeah, and metaphors can be visual as well as verbal.”

Tasha Halpert, “A Master Chef of Wordsmithery. I could peruse this latest book by Dr. Mardy for
hours and never tire of it. As a writer who enjoys quotations of all sorts I have long been a big fan
of Dr. Mardy Grothe's weekly column. With i never metaphor i didn't like, he has so won my heart
that it is now and always the first place I will ever look to discover helpful quotations to illustrate
or embellish my thoughts. So long Bartlett's, you've been replaced. Simply reading the pages of
this book is a vastly entertaining experience. Like many who enjoy cooking, I appreciate
perusing cookbooks. For a writer, a book of quotations is not unlike a compilation of recipes, and



just as worth reading for the stimulation it provides. I especially appreciate the further
explanations he appends to the quotations as they do much to help me to learn more about a
variety of interesting things. All hail the Master Chef of Cordon Blue wordsmithery: Dr. Mardy
Grothe and his wonderful i never metaphor i didn't like.Tasha Halpert author of Heartwings: Love
Notes for a Joyous Life.”

John D. McCall, “What Makes Your Language Live. I Never Metaphor I Didn't Like: A
Comprehensive Compilation of History's Greatest Analogies, Metaphors, and Similes

  
  
Tired of political platitudes, a mundane media, and the dense jargon of appliance
instructions? Want to read language that lives? Want to borrow colorful quotes for your amorous
boudoir, your senior center, or your favorite bar for drinks mixed with insults? Then this is your
book. You can sprinkle the sparkle of these quotations through any kind of conversation -- from
sports to the theatre, and the realm that touches them both - marriage and the family. You can
even double up that annoying individual with a habit of being funnier than you are. There's a
chapter for every one of these subjects and aims. There's even one on life itself. The title of that
chapter? "Life is the art of drawing without an eraser."So far, you might conclude that this book is
no more than an extremely witty and with-it version of "Bartlett's Quotations." You'd be wrong.
This book doesn't just deliver quotations; it examines how they get quotable. The secret, says
the author ("Dr. Mardy" to his fans), lies in the metaphor and its cousins (like the simile) that take
the prosaic out of the prose.Dr. Mardy is like a professional magician, passing his tricks on to his
chosen successor. He shows what's behind the metaphor and how its stunts are performed. He
shows you how best to enjoy the performance. And, when you write, he shows how to creatively
wave a wand over words, to make a paying public or a world of family e-mails, your stage (to
quote, more or less, one maker of metaphors).”

Ruby Lee, “Great conversation starter.!!. A little review on "word-smithing" . Long time since
college english classes. Pretty fun.!!! Lots of quotes by famous people. Interesting to find out
"who said it more recently" and who said it originally.”

Strix, “Fun. I liked this book. Okay, you need to be in the mood to be schooled ... but it's inviting,



revealing and I found it to be fun. Right now I would like to come up with a wicked metaphor, to
honor the author's work ... but the exigencies of a metaphor places signposts along a road that
too few may travel, and may not be awake to read ... (Okay ... it's all I've got ...I need to go back
to school.)”

B. J. P., “Turning a neat phrase. I bought a copy of this book as a gift for a friend who teaches
college English. She was so thrilled with it that I got one for another friend who loves "words and
phrases", and does quite a bit of speaking to groups.Just reading through it is a pleasure, and
the topical groupings make it easy to find something to add interest to your writing or speaking or
just for your own enjoyment.”

JLM, “Five Stars. Excellent all round, item exactly as advertised, quick delivery”

jkm, “Intelligent , witzig!. Einfach Klasse zu lesen! Interessant, etwas für die grauen Zellen!”

Anil Kumar Yaduvanshi, “Awesome book to know metaphor. I found this book interesting and
easy to read. The metaphor which are used in this book very good to use in spoken and written
English. I would certainly recommend this book to everyone who wanted to know how to speak
or effectively.”

The book by Mardy Grothe has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 173 people have provided feedback.
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